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New Music 
Piano Reflections on Advent Tunes  
Anne Krentz Organ.  Augsburg Fortress, 2013. ISBN 978-1-4514-6264-7.  US$17.00. 
 
This latest collection of piano settings by Anne Krentz Organ focuses on familiar and not-so-
familiar Advent hymn tunes.  They are moderately difficult, accessible to the well-trained 
pianist, and employ a straightforward approach to the character of the tune and text associated 
with it. 
 Eight tune settings are included, with half based on folk melodies (LOST IN THE NIGHT, 
STAR OF COUNTY DOWN, BEREDEN  VÄG FÖR HERRAN, and CONSOLATION/MORNING SONG), one 
from the Genevan Psalter (FREU DICH SEHR/PSALM 42), one spiritual (BURLEIGH), one from 18th 
Century England (HELMSLEY), and a newer tune by Carl Schalk (LUCENT).  Congregations will 
enjoy these settings as inspiration during the Advent season. 
 
 
Good Christian Friends, Rejoice: Carols for Piano 
Bob Burroughs. Augsburg Fortress, 2013. ISBN 978-1-4514-6263-0. US$15.00. 
 
There never seems to be too much music for Christmas and those looking for alternative 
arrangements  will  not  be  disappointed  with  Bob  Burroughs’s  new  Christmas collection. Carols 
from England, Poland, Germany, and France are represented with touching renditions of 
CRANHAM, W ŻŁOBIE  LEŻY, STILLE NACHT, IRBY, ES IST EIN ROS, and STILL, STILL, STILL and 
energetic romps in IN DULCI JUBILO and MCCRAY, where Burroughs’s  spontaneous  style reveals 
intriguing renditions with each tune and its harmonic treatment.  Pianists will need to skillfully 
voice the melody in several of these for it to be heard.  Thin to thick chordal textures will be 
found throughout in playful to serious settings of familiar tunes.  Performers need moderately 
difficult to early advanced skills for these selections.  
 
Piano Sunday Morning, Volume 2  
Greg Bottomley. Augsburg Fortress, 2013 (ISBN 978-1-4514-6265-4). US$27.00. 
 
Pianists searching for alternative arrangements of hymn tunes will find touches of Gospel, 
rhythm  and  blues,  and  contemporary  worship  styles  all  bundled  together  in  Greg  Bottomley’s  
newest Sunday morning collection.  Fifteen, mostly familiar, tunes appear in this second 
volume, all baptized in the above styles, from standards such as EIN FESTE BURG (à la Pachelbel) 
and TALLIS’ CANON to newly written DRIVEN and THE ROCK.  Gospel hymns are represented by 
VILLE DU HAVRE and CONVERSE and folk-hymn tunes by SLANE and NETTLETON.  Some 
arrangements have tunes buried deep in rhythmic and chordal treatment, providing a 
challenge for pianists to balance within the context.  Most settings contrast lively rhythmic 
sections with calmer passages; regrettably though these rhythmic sections tend to sound much 
the same from one to another.  What kind of Sunday morning service will this collection be 
most useful?  Most likely at informal or contemporary services.  Care will have to be given in 



some cases where the text is not matched by the character of the music, a factor which some 
will find disconcerting.  For this reviewer, it is the calmer passages of these arrangements 
which will likely get extracted for meditative purposes on Sunday mornings. 
 
 
Shall We Gather: Settings for 4-Hand Piano  
John Carter.  Hope Publishing Company, 2013 (no ISBN number listed).  US$16.95. 
 
John  Carter’s  newest  collection  of  piano  music  consists  of  ten  hymn-tune settings for piano, 
four  hands.    The  collection  “is  loving  dedicated  to  family  and  friends  who  are  gone,  but 
certainly  not  forgotten,”  an  objective  which  is  clearly  reinforce  with heaven-bound selections.  
Pianists will enjoy these for their sincerity, the ease of technical demands, and general 
familiarity.  Carter rarely deviates from the melodic contour of each tune and typically employs 
conventional harmonies commonly associated with them.  He loves to modulate and most 
selections travel through at least two keys.  Secondo players will likely be disappointed that the 
melody is almost always in the primo part, even though they play important parts.  Nearly all 
selections are slow and meditative, such as EVENTIDE and AMAZING GRACE, while only one - 
ROLL CALL - moves along with energy.  Shall We Gather is a skillfully constructed collection 
which piano duettists will enjoy using. 
 
Additional Notes:  All four publications reviewed above omit phrase markings and indications 
where the melody begins and ends.  While these are details many pianists will find on their 
own, arrangers should not assume pianists will always realize the intended effect on their own.  
Expressive playing with a clear understanding of the music and the text being represented are 
essential for effective use.  With few exceptions, all arrangements are two to three minutes in 
duration. 
 
 
Among My Old Favorites 
 Calvin  Taylor’s  Spirituals for Piano (Calvin Taylor Ministries, P. O. Box 51747, Bowling Green, 
KY 42102-6747).   
 
Taylor’s  commanding  pianistic  skills  and  personal  experience  as  an  American  of  African  
heritage  have  combined  to  assemble  a  remarkable  collection  of  spirituals.    “Deep  River”  and  
“Steal  Away  to  Jesus”  are  just  two  of  twelve  arrangements  which  will  capture  the  hearts  of  
pianists and congregations at any time of the church year.  Though out-of-print, this reviewer 
would  also  encourage  pianists  to  watch  for  copies  of  Martha  Sherrill  Kelsey’s collections Simple 
Gifts (Church Street Press) and Impressions for Worship (Light of the World Music) anytime 
they are in libraries or music stores.  Kelsey is a superb arranger with imaginative settings of 
well-known hymn tunes. 
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